NEW OUTWELL INFLATABLE TENTS FOR SIMPLE EASY PITCHING
The 2015 Air Collection introduces a
new audience to the delights of
Outwell inflatable tunnel tents through
the use of the latest Outwell Air
Stability System. This delivers a
simplified and easy method of pitching
to maintain function whilst extending
the appeal to campers new to the
inflatable tent concept.
Outwell Air tents and awnings have
individual tubes that are inflated separately via inflation valves that are placed
outside the tent for easy access, using the efficient two-way pump (pictured
below) with pressure gauge supplied with each tent.
Practical design features address safety,
stability, ease of use and comfort to improve
the camping experience. The streamlined
good looks provide practical weather-beating
performance besides chic appeal enhanced
through the use of brand’s exclusive Outtex
5000 flysheet fabric with a 5,000mm
hydrostatic head, in its signature sage green
with a grey roof.
Each design is tested at the in-house test facilities to ensure a correctly pitched
tent will withstand Force 9 storms. Further protection from water entry and
insects is offered by the Outwell Sealed Ground
System with a durable PE groundsheet while the
Outwell Easy Pegging Systems provide enhanced
stability and easy pitching. Outwell trademark
luminous guylines provide a highly visible
reminder to minimise accidents.
The collection also benefits from Outwell features
like Outwell Guyline Retainer System, external
doors that zip to the groundsheet for an improved seal, and the use of the
Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point System (pictured above) that reduces
stress on the Universal Inner seams.
The collection comprises six models in
two styles – the Clipper (pictured left) is
based on the popular and time-proven
Outwell Birdland design while the
Corvette (pictured below) is a new style
that features a large front annexe.

Clipper tents come in three sizes, sleeping from three and up to five people.
They comprise a large living area with Universal Inner. A large front canopy
provides protection from sun and rain, and optional Awnings offer the extra
space needed for longer holidays.
The three Corvette tents sleep up to
seven and have a similar rear floorplan
to the Clipper but feature a front door
panel that can be fully opened to catch
the best of the weather. In lieu of an
optional awning the L and XL models
also feature a large front porch with
detachable bathtub groundsheet for
versatility and easy cleaning.
Optional extras include footprints and carpets, and Outwell produces a
comprehensive range of sleeping bags, mats, furniture and accessories to
match.
For further information and details of your nearest Outwell dealer visit
outwell.com
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Air Collection features include:
Aerodynamic Storm Protection – the aerodynamic shape of the tent ensures
a stable pitch. Wind tested against the Beaufort Scale to strong gale.
Outwell Easy Pegging System – this is the proven way to ensure the right
pegs are used for the right job. Simple, but highly effective, three types of pegs
are used to anchor specific areas of the tent.
Universal Inner tent – allows zipped access between two bedrooms, or can be
used to create one big bedroom, or used to take down and roll away one side to
increase living space.
Outwell Wave-shape Hanging Point System – the good-looking design of
the Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point System spreads the strain created when
the inner is suspended from the outer tent, along the whole of its seam rather
than having any stress concentrated in a single area where it can cause damage.
Outwell Sleep Comfort Rating – to aid market comparison we include the quoted
number of people that an Outwell bedroom can sleep as stated by the industry standard.
However, we also quote our own Outwell Sleep Comfort rating to recommend the
number of campers that a tent can sleep comfortably.
RRP: Clipper M £549.99; Clipper L £649.99; Clipper XL £799.99
Corvette M £599.99; Corvette L £899.99; Corvette XL £1,099.99
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